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As of late, Buty Jordan Sklep Brand's Heiress Collection has been at the top of our
list in regards to consistent heat being dropped exclusively for children and women
and the brand's list of dope product continues with the Air Jordan V Premium Heiress
'Metallic Field'. At times, we get a little envious but, by dropping dope and
exclusive colorways for the ladies in our lives opens an entirely new market up for
the Jumpman with that said, check out the latest of the Heiress Collection in the
images provided above.
Today, the Jumpman unveiled the Buty Jordan Damskie , drawing inspiration from the
Jordan 2 and infusing it with the high performance technology necessary for the
basketball court. Utilizing high-tenacity yarns in the flyknit upper, the flyknit on
the toebox is also crafted as such to resemble the Jordan II. Other features include
a hidden lace system, the infamous wings logo on the tongue (also reminiscent of the
Jordan II) and either a Leather Snakeskin or Suede panel.On the rear of the shoe is
a grooved heel counter that also draws inspiration from the Jordan II, but also from
a Ferrari Supercar. Lastly, is a midsole that combines forefront Zoom Air, a Flight
Plate and Zoom air in the heel; a combination we first saw in the Jordan 32. All of
that will sit on a Herringbone Traction Panel, to provide a unique level of on-court
support.
Dubbed the Barato Air Max Venta Colorway, after the Asian Basketball Tour of the
same name, the shoe features an overlay swoosh design on a navy blue upper,
alternating tongue logos, and a braille-esque design on the heel and heel counter.
Rounding out the shoe is the bright orange midsole, and the tinted orange
translucent outsole.
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http://www.butyjordansklep.pl
http://www.butyjordansklep.pl/tag-produktu/buty-jordan-damskie/
http://www.baratoairmaxventa.com

